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performance since structured streets and important buildings
surround it. According to the distance index, the tissue is not too
dense, while high-rise buildings are observed.
Doctor Douady in described the differences between Morpheo and
Syntaxe Spatiale [developed by Hillier] by emphasizing on exterior
similarities but their different method and basis in confronting with
categories such as streets.
1. The main goal in Hillier is the traffic analysis by calculating the
shortest distance between two points. However, obtaining indices
for analysis of history city morphosis, street potential and their
adaptation with status quo for scoring urban planning policies is
the main objective.
2. Since the ways are scored based on the shortest possible path
from the start point to the destination in Hillier method, a curved
way such as Tehran highways would not highly rated structure
in Hiller, but in Morpheo it is considered highly structured due
to path length and the number of topological distances with
path networks. According to Hiller, the path changes direction in
reduction of rate. However, the path will be changed in Moepheo
when the user has to think which way to choose and the rotations
that do not require thinking do not cut the path.
3. For traffic purposes, Hiller only recognizes important modern
ways and historic tissues are not checked, while Morpheo categorizes
the ways to identify structured one even in historic fabrics.
4. If a point is added in the process of working with the Hillier
software, it is necessary to restart researches again while the process
is not the same in Morpheo.
5. The data processing system in Hillier software generates an
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excessive amount of data with long computation time, while
Morpheo does not calculate the shortest distance between two
points due to its topological approach and less data is generated
Also Douady explained the relevancy of traffic and structure
indices to with video examples to show the efficiency of the
method. He described in Fig. 6 which was an old street that most
old streets are narrow and this street had a structured opportunity.
He said that the only obstacle in street performance in its narrow
width and added: “After we clearly revealed its structured
organization, we can say that it can play a role in controlling the
traffic in case it is widened.” In another example of Paris downtown
traffic to downtown that has exceeded the old beltway, he explained:
“Despite the heavy traffic in Paris, some of the suburban chose the
path that passed through the city and it created traffic problems.
After the construction of a new beltway, people would commute
to their destination without passing through the city. However, the
new beltway is not sufficient for the increasing traffic and a larger
one is considered to solve this problem. He also introduced the
medieval “Avignon” city in his speeches: “The planners used to
destroy some houses and connect two old streets to improve poor
urban condition of downtown streets. Calculations show that with
this minor change in the context of the region, access to the entire
city was made possible. “
In answering the question of the cultural factors effect he
described: “Historically, some information can be received from
the program, yet, it is not complete. For example, city development
can be understood in Avignon city by Morpheo while no accurate
information is provided about but the main way to the city center”.

Analysis of Street
Landscape Structure*
Report: Farzaneh Alsadat Dehghan- Zeinab
Hanzakian

“A city can be read through its streets”. Stéphane Douady, Professor of Dynamics of Outof-Equilibrium Systems in Paris Diderot University began his speech with these words. He
continued by explaining the significance of the street structure: “When we think of a city,
we first think of the houses. While they can be replaced when destroyed or abandoned,
the streets remain stable”. Dr. Douady’s multidisciplinary team, consisting of physicists,
architect, landscape architect, sociologist, urban planner and geographer aim design a plugin called (Morpheo) for GIS Software in order to define indicators for the reading of city as
a complex phenomenon. Adding this plug-in can can result in understanding city changes
and meaning. The main idea of this plug-in is to use topological indices (indices that do not
change with changing geometry, other than cutting off) in order to analyze Simplified map
on the basis of streets.
Stephen Douady in the workshop of “process of urban landscape” relying on his visit to
Tehran neighborhoods, raised questions about the evaluation of structured indices.
He tried to test the accuracy of Morpheo plug-in by verifying the results of Tehran map
analysis and his field observations. He explained the reasons for structures by showing
different images of the street and asking about their structure and their adaptation with the
analyzed plan (before the visit).
Stéphane Douady in conclusion about the comparison between the analytical results of
Tehran, Paris and other cities, emphasized what was obtained from the analysis of images
as structure analysis was very similar to the ones analysis done by Morpheo plug-in before
the visit (Pics1-6).
The second part of the workshop was allocated to questions about the procedure and
methods of using this software and its resulted analysis (Pic 1-6).
Pic1: Shirzad Street is short and does not continue. So even though this street is significant
for leading to an important street, it is slightly structured because of its short length.
Building heights also shows the width of the streets should be sufficient, otherwise the
dense construction would not be allowed. This information can lead to understanding of
the region tissue.
Pic2: Henry Corbin Street is more structured than Shirzad Street it is quickly connected to a
main street, the tall buildings also indicates that.
Pic3: Hafez Street is more structured than the two previous pictures. The sidewalk width
and the bridge over the street affirm that.
Pic4: Ferdowsi Street is more structured than previous streets, wide sidewalks and heavy
traffic indicate that. Moreover, the houses that have been destroyed due to the street
significance were fine buildings.
Pic5: No traffic congestion is seen on Hafez Street and from the adjacent buildings and car
parks; it is not hard to guess that it close to a way with organized structure. Distance index
has a significant role in street analysis.
Pic6: In the same way the streets can be considered as highly structured. Although this
street does not have many features of the previous ones, it offers a shortcut and high
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